**Book Riot** ([bookriot.com](http://bookriot.com)): compilation of eclectic resources not only for librarians but any avid reader. They have a weekly email newsletter subscription, and the lists and article cover all genres, formats, and audiences.

**Criminal Element** ([criminalelement.com](http://criminalelement.com)) for mystery lovers. They have an email newsletter that contains reviews, articles, lists on mysteries, thrillers, and "all things killer" from Cozies to Noir.

**Lithub** has a daily or weekly email newsletter and contains reviews and original writing.

And, of course, **Goodreads**, where you can track your reading, decide what to read next, and find out what your friends are reading.

Finally, don't forget to check out **Novelist**, which has just started doing **Author Alerts**. Want to know when your favorite author releases a new book? Sign up for an author alert and let **Novelist** do the heavy lifting for you. (You will need your library card number)